


PRINCIPALS MESSAGE 
( GREETING FROM  TVMD )

   Today the role of a school is not only to pur-
sue academic excellence but also to motivate 
and empower its students to be lifelong learn-
ers, critical thinkers and productive members 
of an ever-changing global society.

Dear Vijayans

   While academic excellence is our major thrust, 
the school is also devoted to prepare the stu-
dents for life, groom them to face the challenges 
of tomorrow, and encourage them to be socially 
relevant.  We constantly endeavor to always live 
up to this ideology and inoculate this into every-
thing we do, with the aim that we will be able to 
ensure that the children grow to their full poten-
tial while constantly being groomed to pass out 
as men and women competent to bear responsi-
bility in all walks of life.
     In academics we have been preparing the 
students for the upcoming terminal i examina-
tion, and also to compete in competitions like 
sof, spell bee, etc..,  
     “one man practicing sportsmanship is far 
better than 50 preaching it.” –knute rokne, 
yes sports plays a major role in shaping a mind 
to be strong and bold and we do have a mini 
sports day with various events to prove the ability 
of vijayan not only in academics but equally in 
sports too.
  We Look Forward For Working Together To Sup-
port Any Child To Fulfill The School Motto  “Be A 
Change”.

  The school that is being run under the ae-
gis of well-established management “Vijay 
educational trust” has earned its own-estab-
lished management also in krishnagiri and 
throughout the state. At Vijay we provide an 
atmosphere to our students for multifaceted 
development, where children are encouraged 
to channelize their potential in the pursuit of 
excellence.  This can only be possible in a ho-
listic, student-centric environment.  

The talents, skills, and abilities of each student 
need to be identified, nurtured, and encour-
aged so that he/ she is able to reach great-
er heights. Students need to be provided with 
a platform to think, express, and exhibit their 
skills.  It is necessary to empower them to ne-
gotiat several issues that confront them, with 
the teacher being a facilitator.

   you must all understand that education 
is knocking on every door and provide you 
many avenues to pick up your interested 
subjects.
   Dear student , all that you have to do is 
to focus on the studies and learn to be not 
only good students but also good human 
beings.

warmest regards

Mrs. Sheeba Catherine
Principal- TVMD

Mrs.Ruxana Parveen K
ACO - TVMD

MIDDLE  WING ACO MESSAGE
DEAR ALL,
Message to our students.
     It is said in high circles throughout the globe 
that education is the only source that will remain 
with you throughout your life span. an educated 
person is respected in all parts of the world. it 
not only provides you adequate knowledge of 
the  past years and reminds us of our heritage, 
customs, community reforms and faith.

I believe very strongly that all of you are in the 
right place to not only to learn but to increase 
your knowledge as well.

     we have with us the best of teachers who are 
sparing no efforts to bring all of you to the next 
level. we have with us teachers from many plac-
es who are exposed to  many school cultures.



Student MESSAGE

GLIMPSES OF THE EVENTS
WORLD PEACE DAY

BLUE DAY
Dear All
         I am Janaharithra of grade III. My favorite 
toy is my Barbie doll. it is pink in colour. I got it 
on my birthday from my parent gave it to me. it 
is pretty and soft.  I play with it every day. I love 
my Barbie .I am so happy it is mine.

   We can never obtain peace in the outer world 
until we make peace with our self. internation-
al day of peace is observed on 21 September 
around the world. our school students also per-
forming drama in the theme of peace.

  Blue is a universally appealing color that we 
can experience in nature, fashion, films, and 
more. when we think of blue in nature, we have 
the calm blue sea, the pale blue dot representing 
earth, our ocean world, and the clear blue sky.

  Blue fields may also come to mind or the pre-
cious gem. here our little children are  happily 
celebrated blue day.



OCTOBER MONTH EVENTS

DATE EVENT

World Postal Day Celebration      

Prayer Assembly - Cleanliess Award Ceremony

Diwali Festival - Celebration

Card Making Day- Competation

Poster Making Day- Competation

Eye Camp 

  8/10/2022  

12/10/2022

22/10/2022

27.10.2022    

28.10.2022

29.10.2022    

 THE VIJAY MILLENNIUM
                         Sogathur, Dharmapuri


